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Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics Jeff Long, Razorback quarterback Ryan Mallett and Chancellor Dave Gearhart

Not long ago, intercollegiate athletics at the University of
Arkansas looked dramatically different than it does today.
In less than four years, Razorback Athletics has been
combined and transformed into a thriving athletic program
dedicated to providing student-athletes in 19 sports with the
resources necessary to succeed academically and athletically
in the nation’s most competitive conference.
Razorback Athletics is much more than simply competing
and winning championships on the field, it is providing a
comprehensive student-athlete experience focused on the
ultimate goal of graduation.
As we review the many accomplishments of the last year,
we continue to outline goals for the future of Razorback
Athletics. From winning national and SEC championships,
to graduating our Razorback student-athletes while
generating the financial resources to compete against our

athletic peer institutions, there is no question that meeting
these aspirational goals will be challenging.
However, as the past year has clearly demonstrated, the
passion, commitment and investment of Razorback fans
will continue to be instrumental in helping our University
and athletic program succeed at the highest levels.
Thank you for helping us “Answer the Call” and making
a difference in the lives of more than 460 Razorback
student-athletes.

GO HOGS!
G. David Gearhart
Chancellor

Jeff Long
Vice Chancellor
Director of Athletics

RAZORBACK
ATHLETICS
ANSWERING
THE CALL IN:
ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Student-athletes achieving personal bests in the classroom with
the expectation of graduation
Average Razorback student-athlete GPA exceeded 3.0 for third
consecutive year with more than 50 graduates

ATHLETIC SUCCESS

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Competing and winning team and individual championships in the
Southeastern Conference and nationally

Student-athletes, coaches and staff volunteering to give back to
the University community, the state of Arkansas and the world

19 Southeastern Conference and regional team and
individual championships with 14 programs advancing to
post-season competition

3,328 hours of community service performed by Razorback
student-athletes for 78 different organizations, agencies and
schools resulting in an economic impact of $63,388.80

STUDENT-ATHLETE
DEVELOPMENT
Developing academic, leadership and life skills to benefit studentathletes on and off the field
Created Hogs In Transition, a broad based introduction to college
designed specifically for incoming student-athletes

ADVANCING THE
RAZORBACK BRAND
Promoting regionally and nationally the accomplishments of an
all-sports program that bears one of the most unique nicknames
in intercollegiate athletics while engaging fans around the state and
throughout the Razorback nation
Participated in 35 Razorback Club meetings and various athletic
events throughout the state and region while earning top 20
ranking in licensing royalties to help fund program from use of
registered University of Arkansas logos and marks
2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT
At the very core of the Razorback Athletics’
mission is providing its student-athletes with
the opportunity to develop the skills necessary
to be successful in a competitive collegiate
academic environment and in life. Coaches
and the Razorback Academic Support Staff
challenge Razorback student-athletes to
achieve academically while continually
progressing toward a college degree.
Equipped to assist Razorback studentathletes in different academic disciplines
and at different levels, the academic support
staff customizes its approach to help
individual student-athletes discover their
own potential.
The success of this individualized
academic approach can be gauged in the
collective success and achievements of
the more than 460 student-athletes. For
the third consecutive year, Razorback
Athletics earned an average student-athlete
GPA exceeding 3.0 registering a 3.04 in
2010-11. Nine of 15 programs (men’s and
women’s cross country and track and field
combined) improved their term GPA from
2009-10.
Arkansas met and exceeded the established
benchmark (925) by 10 points or more
in 18 of 19 sports in the latest Academic
Progress Rate (APR) report. The average
APR multi-year rate of Razorback
programs was 964.8 in numbers released
in the spring of 2011.
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ACADEMICS BY THE NUMBERS
A record 54 percent of Razorback studentathletes earned a GPA of 3.0 or better and
made the spring 2011 departmental honor
roll while 191 student-athletes posted a
cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better for 201011. Razorback student-athletes earned 88
selections to the Chancellor’s List while 174
Razorbacks were named to their respective
SEC Academic Honor Rolls. Seniors James
McCann and Michelle Stout were honored
by the league as the 2011 SEC Baseball
Scholar-Athlete of the Year and 2011 SEC
Gymnastics Co-Scholar Athlete of the
Year, respectively.
The ultimate goal of the collegiate
academic journey is graduation and
Razorback Athletics continues to see
improvement in its graduation success
rate (GSR). For the sixth consecutive year,
Arkansas improved on its overall GSR
bumping its rate to 73 percent in 2010.
Razorback Athletics was well represented
at University of Arkansas commencements
in 2010-11. A total of 54 Razorback
student-athletes completed their degree
requirements or were on pace to complete
those requirements in the summer of 2011.

2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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88

Arkansas became the first SEC
gymnastics program to earn a public
recognition award in the history of
Academic Progress Rate (APR) by
scoring a perfect multi-year APR rate
of 1,000

Razorback student-athletes on the
Chancellor’s List including a record 45
individuals on the spring list

2
SEC Scholar-Athletes of the Year from
Arkansas (Baseball – James McCann,
Co-Gymnastics – Michelle Stout)

3.04
Razorback student-athlete average GPA
in 2010-11

174
Razorback student-athletes named to
2010-11 SEC Academic Honor Rolls

964.8
Average Academic Progress multi-year
rate for Razorback Athletics in most
recent release
* Men’s and women’s cross country and indoor and
outdoor track counted as one program each

9
Razorback sport programs (out of 15*)
improved their GPA in 2010-11

54
Percent of Razorback student-athletes
listed on spring academic honor roll for
posting a GPA 3.0 or above

Senior student-athlete Anouk Tigu had a day to remember
on Saturday, May 14. The standout women’s tennis star
participated in commencement ceremonies for the Walton
College of Business in the morning before leading her team
to a win over Sacramento State in the first round of the NCAA
Women’s Tennis Fayetteville Regional in the afternoon.

ACADEMIC RESOURCES FOR RAZORBACKS
Razorback Athletics’ mission is to provide the highest quality academic support to
more than 460 student-athletes. The Razorback Academic Support Staff is the bridge
connecting faculty and staff to student-athletes in 19 sports. The academic support staff
team assists Razorback student-athletes in achieving their academic goals: graduation
and ultimately a fulfilling life.
The Academic Support Staff monitors student-athletes in the following areas:
• Performance in academic coursework
• Progress toward graduation
• Athletic eligibility
• Maintaining academic integrity
• Upholding University of Arkansas standards
• Graduation Success Rate (GSR)
• Academic Performance Rate (APR)
The Bogle Academic Center offers the following services:
• Tutoring
• Supervised study
• Skill development in time management, organization, note taking and test taking
• Eligibility education
• Assistance for transfers, international student-athletes, at-risk student-athletes or
student-athletes with educationally impacting disabilities
• Academic major exploration
• Developing communication skills with faculty and the campus community
• Individual graduation plan
• Screening for learning types, strengths, and weaknesses

In 2011, the University of Arkansas became the
first gymnastics program in the Southeastern
Conference to be honored with a public
recognition award for Academic Progress Rate
(APR) performance. The Razorbacks earned a
perfect multi-year rate of 1,000, representing no
lost APR points in a four-year period including
the 2006-07, 2007-08, 2008-09 and 2009-10
academic years.

Razorback student-athletes are honored for
academic excellence at several events throughout
the year. The student-athlete academic awards
banquet is held on the floor of Bud Walton Arena
and honors the highest achieving and most
improved teams as well as individuals who are
on the honor roll. At the senior student-athletes
award luncheon, Razorback seniors are given
their senior rings and graduation plaques are
presented to those who have completed their
degrees. (Above) Soccer student-athlete Camille
Flores is presented her graduation plaque by Vice
Chancellor and Director of Athletics Jeff Long.

More than 200 student-athletes were honored at halftime of the Arkansas’ men’s basketball
game against Mississippi State in March for making the 2010 department academic honor
roll. The recognition has become an annual event for Razorback Athletics.
2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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STUDENT-ATHLETE
DEVELOPMENT AND
LEADERSHIP
One of the rapidly growing areas within
Razorback Athletics is student-athlete
development. In 2010-11, the office of studentathlete development provided Razorback
student-athletes more opportunities than
ever before to hone leadership skills, acquire
interview and job skills, learn about making
healthy choices and prepare to engage with
the University community.
The Razorback Leadership Academy
expanded its reach, partnering with The
Center for Leadership and Community
Engagement to create Rookie Razorbacks,
a program specifically tailored to firstyear student-athletes. Emerging Leaders
(sophomores and juniors) and Veteran
Leaders (team captains and seniors)
continued to focus on building team
leadership skills within all 19 of the
Razorbacks’ sports. University of Arkansas
coaches, athletic administrators and staff
also participated in specialized leadership
curriculum designed for the Razorback
Leadership Academy.
As part of the Pathways to Possibilities
program, several former Razorbacks were
invited back to visit with current studentathletes about navigating the potential
pitfalls of a transition in the working
world. Student-athletes were also afforded
opportunities to visit some of the world’s
largest corporations including a trip to
Sam’s Club, where they participated in mock
4

interviews and were given constructive
feedback from human resources and
department managers.
While some student-athletes prepared
for life after college, incoming Razorback
student-athletes were prepared for what
they could expect as their collegiate careers
get underway. In 2010, Hogs in Transition
(H.I.T.), an eight-session comprehensive
educational program, was launched to teach
the newest Razorbacks about the adjustment
to campus life as a student-athlete.

STUDENT-ATHLETE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

2010-11 SAAC Members:

In 2010-11, the Razorback Student-Athlete Advisory Committee
(SAAC) under its leadership team began to take shape as an active
student-led organization designed to advise the Razorback athletic
department administration on the student-athlete experience at
the University of Arkansas and direct community service and
other projects on behalf of the Razorbacks.

Men’s Basketball
Delvon Johnson
Jemal Farmer

SAAC consists of at least one representative from every
Razorback program often with multiple student-athletes from
each team participating. In 2010-11, SAAC helped provide Vice
Chancellor and Director of Athletics Jeff Long with valuable
feedback on a number of SEC and NCAA legislative proposals
affecting student-athlete life. The organization also initiated
a sportsmanship award, to recognize student-athletes who
represent the best ideals of competing fairly within their sport.
Men’s golfer Sebastian Cappelen was selected by SAAC as
the inaugural winner of the award and his nomination was
forwarded on by the department for consideration for the SEC
Sportsmanship Award.
SAAC was also busy in the community organizing the Razorbacks
record-breaking involvement in the SEC Together We CAN Food
Drive and partnering with other campus groups to help tornado
victims in the region.

H.I.T.
Assistant Athletic Director for StudentAthlete Development Eric Wood leads a
session of the Hogs In Transition program.
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2010-11 SAAC Executive Board
President
Amanda Caldwell, softball
Vice President
Camille Flores, soccer
Secretary
Britni Williams, soccer
SEC Representative
Terry Prentice, men’s track and field
SEC Representative
Gina Bargiachi, swimming and diving

Baseball
James McCann
DJ Baxendale

Women’s Basketball
Julie Inman
Erin Gatling
Football
Elton Ford
Travis Swanson
Men’s Golf
Joe Doramus
Will Pearson
Women’s Golf
Victoria Vela
Corinna Rees
Gymnastics
Michelle Stout
Jaime Pisani
Softball
Tori Mort
Swimming & Diving
Courtney O’Grady
Men’s Tennis
Matt Walters
Chris Nott
Women’s Tennis
Emily Carbone
Men’s Track & XC
Lane Boyer
Women’s Track & XC
Whitney Jones
Stephanie Brown
Volleyball
Kelli Stipanovich
Jasmine Norton

IN THE
COMMUNITY
Razorback Athletics has the ability to
bring people from Arkansas and the region
together in support of a common cause.
Whether it is a key Southeastern Conference
game or a pivotal moment in an NCAA
Championship, the loyal support of the
Razorback faithful is instrumental in the
program’s success.
Just as the state rallies around its favorite
team, the Razorbacks teamed up to make
a difference for those in need in Arkansas
and beyond in 2010-11. Reaching out to
those throughout Arkansas, the nation and
even around the world, Razorback studentathletes, coaches and spent more than
3,328 hours volunteering for 78 agencies,
organizations and schools. When applied to
the campus formula, Razorback Athletics
record number of volunteer hours generated
an economic impact of nearly $64,000.
Providing food and supplies for those in
need were at the center of the Razorbacks’
efforts in 2010-11. Partnering with Global
Campus and Tyson Foods, Inc., Razorback
student-athletes helped gather an SECbest 81,671 pounds of canned food for
the benefit of area food banks as part
of the SEC Together We CAN Drive in
September. In the spring, the Razorbacks
partnered with Tyson Foods, Inc., again for
Lift Up America, an event that provided
29,000 pounds of protein to 55 Northwest
Arkansas Food Bank agencies. When
severe weather affected millions around
the country, Razorback student-athletes

acted quickly participating in the Woo
Tide! Hogs Care! Initiative to deliver
bottled water to tornado victims in Vilonia,
Ark. and Tuscaloosa, Ala. Members of
the Razorback football team and women’s
basketball team responded to help victims
of the devastating tornado that hit Joplin,
Mo., including a day trip to the community
to assist with the cleanup.
Student-athletes were also busy visiting
local elementary schools as part of the Book
Hogs, Sweat Hawgs and Razorback for a
Day programs. For Razorback studentathletes, 2010-11 provided an opportunity
to touch the lives of people of all ages and
better the circumstances of those in need at
home and abroad.

LIFT UP AMERICA

SEC TOGETHER WE CAN

A total of 122 Razorback student-athletes,
including representatives from every one
of the 19 programs that weren’t competing
that day, volunteered a Saturday morning
to help load food provided as part of Lift
Up America.

Coordinated by the Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee, Razorback studentathletes collected canned food at local
Harps’ Grocery Stores during the 10-day
SEC Together We CAN program. Arkansas
collected a league-best 81,671 pounds of
canned food to distribute locally.

MIRACLE LEAGUE

BOOK HOGS

Student-athletes from several Razorback
programs, including baseball and
gymnastics, volunteered to assist children at
the Miracle League in Northwest Arkansas.
The mission of the organization is to provide
opportunities for all children to play baseball
regardless of their disability.

Book Hogs proudly display their certificate
awards after being honored at a soccer
match at Razorback Field.

2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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RAZORBACK
CHAMPIONS
TEAM CHAMPIONS
Baseball
■ SEC Western Division
Men’s Cross Country
■ SEC
■ NCAA South Central Regional
Gymnastics
■ NCAA North Central Regional
Men’s Outdoor Track and Field
■ SEC

SEC MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY & OUTDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
Arkansas added to its championship tradition in men’s track and field in 2010-11, capturing SEC Championships in cross
country and outdoor track and field. The Razorbacks have now won 51 SEC Championships in men’s cross country, indoor
and outdoor track and field. Arkansas also earned the 2010 South Central Regional cross country crown.

GYMNASTICS
After posting a 6-1 dual gymnastics record in the SEC
regular season, a mark tied for the league’s best, the
gymnastics team won the NCAA North Central Regional
and earned its fourth consecutive trip to the NCAA
Championship. Jaime Pisani and Katherine Grable earned
regional title honors in the floor and vault, respectively.

6
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NCAA INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION
Tina Sutej
■ NCAA Indoor Pole Vault

NCAA REGIONAL INDIVIDUAL
CHAMPIONS
Jaime Pisani
■ NCAA North Central Regional Floor
Katherine Grable
■ NCAA North Central Regional Vault

SEC INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONS
Makeba Alcide
■ SEC Women’s
Heptathlon

Shelise Williams
■ SEC Women’s Indoor
400 meters

Tarik Batchelor
■ SEC Indoor Long
Jump

Chris Bilbrew, Neil
Braddy, Marek Niit and
Ben Skidmore
■ SEC Men’s Indoor
4x400 Relay

Marek Niit
■ SEC Men’s Outdoor
200 meters
Tina Sutej
■ SEC Women’s
Indoor Pole Vault
■ SEC Women’s
Outdoor Pole Vault
Dorian Ulrey
■ SEC Men’s Outdoor
800 meters
■ SEC Men’s Outdoor
1,500 meters

Gwendolyn Flowers,
Regina George,
Whitney Jones and
Shelise Williams
■ SEC Women’s Indoor
4x400 Relay
■ SEC Women’s
Outdoor 4x400 Relay

COLLIN KUHN

RELAYS

Collin Kuhn hit home runs in both games of a doubleheader
sweep of Ole Miss on the last day of the regular season
at Baum Stadium to lead Arkansas to the SEC Western
Division title. The Razorbacks rallied from three runs down
in the second game to win the division outright and earn
the No. 2 seed in the SEC Tournament.

Arkansas dominated the SEC 4x400 meter relays winning
both the indoor men’s and women’s championships as well
as the women’s outdoor crown.

OTHER
RAZORBACK
CHAMPIONS
DORIAN ULREY

TINA SUTEJ – NCAA CHAMP
Tina Sutej turned in one of the most successful seasons in
collegiate field event history, capturing the SEC and NCAA
Indoor pole vault championships, the SEC Outdoor pole
vault championship and finishing second in the pole vault
at the NCAA Outdoor Championships. Along the way,
Sutej set school and collegiate records in both the indoor
(14-10.75) and outdoor (15-1.5) pole vault. Sutej was named
the National Women's Field Athlete of the Year by the U.S.
Track and Field and Cross Country Coaches Association.

TARIK BATCHELOR

SHELISE WILLIAMS

MAREK NIIT

MAKEBA ALCIDE

2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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ARKANSAS
HEAD COACHES
The University of Arkansas is home to
some of the most successful collegiate head
coaches in the nation. The collective resumé
of the Razorbacks’ 16 head coaches includes
numerous honors and accomplishments
including multiple national coaching award
finalists, SEC coaches of the year and USA
national team coaching staff selections. In
2010-11, 14 sport programs competed in

2010-11
COACHING HONORS
post-season play highlighted by football’s
first appearance in the Bowl Championship
Series (BCS), a fourth-place NCAA finish
by women’s indoor track and field, a
tied for fifth-place finish at the NCAA
Championships by women’s golf, a ninthplace finish at NCAA gymnastics and a pair
of top 10 national finishes in men’s cross
country and men’s outdoor track and field.

Chris Bucknam
■ SEC Men’s Cross Country Coach
of the Year
■ South Central Region Men’s Cross
Country Coach of the Year
■ SEC Men’s Outdoor Track and
Field Coach of the Year
Mike Larabee
■ Assistant Coach, USA Softball
Women’s National Team
Brad McMakin
■ Dave Williams National College
Coach of the Year Finalist
Bobby Petrino
■ Bear Bryant National Coach of the
Year Finalist
Dave Van Horn
■ Assistant Coach, USA Baseball
Collegiate National Team

Chris Bucknam earned men’s SEC Coach of
the Year honors in cross country and outdoor
track and field after leading the Razorbacks to
team titles in both sports.

Bobby Petrino helped lead the Razorbacks to their first-ever Bowl Championship
Series (BCS) game in 2011. Petrino is the only college football coach to lead two
different programs to their first BCS game.
8
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Shauna Estes-Taylor led the women’s golf
team to its highest national team finish in
school history. Arkansas finished tied for fifth
as a team at the 2011 NCAA Women’s Golf
Championship while Kelli Shean finished as
the NCAA individual runner-up.

COACHING
SUPERLATIVES
Mike Anderson was introduced as the head men’s basketball coach at the
University of Arkansas at an event attended by more than 5,000 fans at Bud Walton
Arena last March. In nine seasons as a head coach, Anderson has amassed 200
wins and has led his teams to the NCAA Tournament six times.

■

■

■

■

Co-head coaches Mark and René Cook have led the Razorback gymnastics
program to four consecutive NCAA Championship appearances. In 2011,
Arkansas captured its second NCAA Regional championship and earned a
program-best fourth-place finish at the SEC Championships.

Arkansas is one of only four
programs in the nation to boast
active head coaches that have
been to a BCS game (Bobby
Petrino – football), advanced to an
Elite Eight (Mike Anderson - men’s
basketball) and earned a spot in
the College World Series (Dave
Van Horn – baseball)
Bobby Petrino became the first
coach to lead two programs
(Louisville, Arkansas) to their first
BCS game
Dave Van Horn earned his 350th
career victory at the University of
Arkansas with a 4-3 win over No.
5 Florida on May 5, 2011
René Cook earned her Doctorate
of Education and participated in
spring commencement exercises

2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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ALLSTATE
SUGAR BOWL

BY THE NUMBERS

1
The Razorbacks earned
their first ever BCS bid with
an invitation to the Allstate
Sugar Bowl

The French Quarter turned Razorback red
as thousands of Arkansas fans traveled to
New Orleans to cheer on the football team
in the 2011 Allstate Sugar Bowl. After a
10-2 regular season, Coach Bobby Petrino
and the Razorbacks earned the school’s first
Bowl Championship Series (BCS) berth and
returned to the Sugar Bowl for the first time
in 31 years to take on Ohio State.
The passion and excitement of the Razorback
Nation was at an all-time high with the
school’s initial bowl allotment of 17,500 tickets
selling out the day Arkansas was officially
invited to New Orleans. More than 20,000
Sugar Bowl tickets were distributed through
the University’s official ticket allotment for
the game with thousands more Razorback
fans securing tickets through other avenues
including those made available to Arkansas
fans by the Razorbacks’ opponent in the game.
In the end, an estimated 35,000 Razorback fans
made their way inside the Superdome on Jan. 4
to cheer on the Hogs against the Buckeyes.

6
Arkansas made its sixth
appearance all-time in the
Sugar Bowl in 2011

31
Number of years since
Arkansas’ last appearance
in the 1980 Sugar Bowl

530
Media credentials issued for
the Allstate Sugar Bowl

10,000
Estimated number of
Razorback fans attending a
pep rally at Jackson Square
a day before the game, the
largest fan gathering by one
school in the event’s history

17,500
Original bowl ticket allotment
provided to the University
of Arkansas. Thanks to the
response of Razorback
fans, the initial allotment of
tickets was SOLD OUT the

10
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same day the Razorbacks
received their official
invitation to play in the 2011
Allstate Sugar Bowl

20,374
Total number of tickets
allocated through the
University of Arkansas for
the Allstate Sugar Bowl

24,000
Total of pre-order ticket
requests through the
University of Arkansas for
the Allstate Sugar Bowl

ESPN's Allstate Sugar Bowl telecast was
the network's third-highest rated college
football game ever. The game earned an 8.4
rating, and pulled in 248,000 unique viewers
on ESPN3.com which was the highest
viewership in the history of the platform.
ESPN also hosted its pre-game show from
the Superdome with Rece Davis, Mark May
and former Razorback head coach Lou Holtz.

35,000
Estimated number of
Razorback fans attending
the Allstate Sugar Bowl

73,879
Paid attendance for the 2011
Allstate Sugar Bowl

More than 10,000 Razorback fans turned out
for a pep rally at historic Jackson Square in
New Orleans the day before the game. The
crowd was the largest by any one school’s
fans in the history of the event.

$182.55
MILLION
Economic impact for New
Orleans and the state of
Louisiana related to the
Allstate Sugar Bowl and
its events. The economic
numbers marked a 26.3
percent increase from the
previous year

Jay Bequette, former Razorback and father
of current defensive end Jake Bequette,
served as the University of Arkansas’
honorary captain for the Allstate Sugar
Bowl. Bequette and Athletic Director Jeff
Long visit on the sideline prior to Jay joining
his son, and Razorback captain, Jake (right)
at midfield for the coin toss.

2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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SPORTS REVIEWS

JAMES McCANN
Arkansas catcher James McCann is the quintessential studentathlete. A native of Santa Barbara, Calif., McCann was a star
both on and off the field for the Razorbacks during his three-year
collegiate career.

BASEBALL
Arkansas advanced to a NCAA Regional for the 10th consecutive
year and the 24th time in program history

“I was born and raised in Santa Barbara, Calif., that is no longer
my home,” McCann said. “My home is right here in Fayetteville,
Arkansas, and I will be a Razorback until the day I die!”

Arkansas won the SEC Western Division title for the fourth time
since joining the SEC and the first time since 2007
The Razorbacks finished the season with a 40-22 overall record,
marking the 17th 40-win season in program history and the third
straight year of at least 40 wins
DJ Baxendale, Dominic Ficociello and Matt Reynolds were selected
for the USA Collegiate National Team, while Ryne Stanek was
selected as an alternate. Dave Van Horn was picked to serve as an
assistant coach for the team
Six UA players were drafted in the 2011 Major League Baseball FirstYear Player Draft
Sophomore pitcher DJ
Baxendale was named a
semifinalist for the USA
Baseball Golden Spikes Award
after finishing the season with
a 10-2 record and a 1.58 ERA.
Baxendale was also a secondteam All-SEC selection
Junior catcher James
McCann was recognized for
his academic accolades by
being named the SEC Baseball
Scholar-Athlete of the Year,
becoming just the second
DJ BAXENDALE
Razorback baseball player to
win the award. McCann was
also named as one of 13 semifinalists for the Johnny Bench Award
Freshmen Barrett Astin, Dominic Ficociello and Nolan Sanburn were
named freshmen All-Americans
Freshman infielder Dominic Ficociello, who was named to the
All-SEC Freshman Team and All-SEC Defensive Team, tied the UA
freshman single-season record with 75 hits in his rookie season
The Arkansas pitching staff finished the season with a 3.20 ERA,
the lowest team ERA since 1982
Arkansas set a single-game Baum Stadium attendance record
(both actual and paid) on April 9 against LSU with a paid
attendance of 11,462 and an actual attendance of 11,103. Five
of the top 10 actual attendances in Baum Stadium history came
during the 2011 season
12
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DELVON JOHNSON

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Arkansas hired Mike Anderson as the 12th head coach in school
history to the cheers of the more than 5,000 fans who came to
watch the introductory press conference. Anderson has led a team
to the NCAA Tournament six times in nine years as a head coach
Arkansas defeated a pair of ranked teams on the year. The
Razorbacks went on the road and upset No. 19 Vanderbilt 89-78 and
then upended No. 22 Kentucky at home 77-76 in overtime
Senior Delvon Johnson ranked No. 14 in the nation in blocked
shots per game and his 91 blocked shots ranked tied for third on
Arkansas’ all-time single season list
Delvon Johnson earned at least seven blocked shots in four games.
He became one of only two Razorbacks in school history to block
as many as seven shots in a game and was the only player to do so
four times in a single season
Delvon Johnson nearly became the third Razorback in school
history to record a triple-double against Seton Hall when he scored
10 points, grabbed 12 rebounds and blocked eight shots
Four Razorbacks participated in graduation ceremonies including
Delvon Johnson, Jemal Farmer, Jeff Peterson and Michael Sanchez
Arkansas signed one of the most heralded recruiting classes in
school history which was ranked as high as No. 5 by one recruiting
service and was unanimously among the top nine recruiting classes
in the nation
Michael Sanchez had a career night with 20 points, three rebounds,
two steals and an assist in a win over No. 19 Vanderbilt
The Razorbacks ranked No. 6 in the nation in blocked shots per
game with 5.9 per contest

A team captain in 2010 and 2011, McCann finished the 2011 season
with a .306 batting average, six homers and 38 RBI. Considered
one of the top defensive backstops in college baseball, McCann
was selected as one of 13 semifinalists for the 2011 Johnny Bench
Award, which recognizes the top catcher in college baseball. During
the 2011 season, McCann committed just four errors for a .992
fielding percentage and threw out 20 would-be base stealers.
McCann was rewarded for his stellar performance by being
selected by the Detroit Tigers in the second round of the 2011
Major League Baseball First-Year Player Draft.
In his three years at Arkansas, McCann helped the Razorbacks to
three appearances in the NCAA Tournament, including a trip to the
College World Series during his freshman season in 2009. For his
career, McCann played in 169 games, including 152 starts, and had a
.284 career batting average with 16 homers and 83 RBI. Defensively,
McCann committed just nine errors for a .993 fielding percentage.
McCann was also a star in the classroom, being named the 2011
Southeastern Conference Baseball Scholar-Athlete of the Year. A
communication major, McCann compiled a 3.965 cumulative grade
point average through three academic years at the UA. A 2010
ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District selection and member
of the 2009-10 spring SEC Academic Honor Roll, McCann finished
four semesters of his academic career with a perfect 4.0 GPA.
McCann was also active in the community as he was picked for
SEC Community Service Team in 2010. McCann participated in
Arkansas’ Book Hogs and Sweat Hawgs outreach programs. He was
also a member of the UA’s Student-Athlete Advisory Committee and
was selected as the Spirit of the Razorback Award recipient at the
2011 Red Tie Salute to Excellence Dinner in January.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

The Razorbacks reached the round of eight in the Women’s
National Invitational Tournament, going 3-1 in the postseason

Arkansas won the 2010 SEC Championship in Columbia, S.C.,
earning its 18th team title in program history

Arkansas was 22-12 in 2010-11, marking the best overall record
under head coach Tom Collen

The Razorbacks ran to a top 10 finish at the 2010 NCAA
Championships in Terre Haute, Ind.

Arkansas began the year 12-0 which was the second-best start in
program history

Dorian Ulrey and Solomon Haile earned All-America honors for
the first multiple All-Americans in cross country for Arkansas
since 2006

Arkansas broke into both the Associated Press and USA TODAY/
ESPN Coaches Polls in Week 6. The Razorbacks checked in at No.
25 in both polls. Arkansas’ return to the AP Poll was the program's
first since the 2007-08 season. Arkansas was ranked as high as
No. 20 (Jan. 10) in the Associated Press Poll. The Razorbacks
were as high as No. 23 in the USA TODAY/ESPN Coaches Poll and
spent nine weeks in both polls
Lyndsay Harris led the SEC in all games and in SEC-only games in
three-point shooting

Arkansas won the 2010 NCAA South Central Regional
Championship in Waco, Texas. It was the 31st regional cross
country title in program history

LYNDSAY HARRIS

Bryan Cantero was named the SEC Freshman of the Year after
finishing eighth at the SEC Championship and helping Arkansas
to the team title

Arkansas set or tied five team or individual records in 2010-11 and
set or tied 13 program WNIT records
Lyndsay Harris and C’eira Ricketts became 1,000 career point
scorers at Arkansas

The Razorbacks earned a second-place team finish at the
Stanford Invitational with four runners finishing in the top 10 of
the individual race

Arkansas individuals earned 13 individual honors (All-SEC, AllTournament Team, Academic Honors, etc.)

Chris Bucknam was named South Central Region Coach of the Year

Arkansas graduated four student-athletes and bettered its team GPA

C'EIRA RICKETTS

Chris Bucknam earned SEC Coach of the Year honors for the
first time in cross country. Bucknam has earned a total of five
conference coach of the year honors in cross country, indoor and
outdoor track and field

The SEC Championships team was honored with an on-campus
reception at Fowler House, the home of University of Arkansas
chancellor G. David Gearhart

BRYAN CANTERO

SOLOMON HAILE
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SPORTS REVIEWS
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
The Razorbacks won the team title at the 30th UC Riverside
Invitational in Riverside, Calif.
Stephanie Brown was named SEC Freshman of the Year. Brown
was the top freshman finisher in the conference meet crossing the
line for a fifth-place finish
Miranda Walker capped her career with an at-large bid into the
NCAA Championships
Miranda Walker and Stephanie Brown paced the team to a runnerup finish at the SEC Championships
Miranda Walker and Stephanie Brown swept SEC weekly honors
after a team win at UC Riverside
Stephanie Brown won her third SEC Freshman of the Week award
after the Notre Dame Invitational
Arkansas earned a ninth-place finish at the elite Notre Dame
Invitational
The Razorbacks swept the top-five spots to open the season at
Arkansas Invitational

D.J. WILLIAMS

FOOTBALL
Arkansas made the school’s first BCS appearance with a trip to
the Allstate Sugar Bowl. With the Sugar Bowl appearance, head
coach Bobby Petrino became the first coach to lead two teams to
their first BCS game and just the third coach to take two different
programs to a BCS appearance
Arkansas was ranked in the AP top 25 for the entire 2010 season,
the first time since 1989 the Razorbacks went through an entire
season in the top 25. Their final ranking of 12th was the highest
for the Razorbacks since 1988
Arkansas finished 2010 with a 10-3 record and a 6-2 mark in the
SEC for the 11th 10-win season in program history and just the
fourth season of at least six SEC wins
Arkansas tied a school record by beating three ranked teams in
2010 and defeated four teams that finished inside the top 25 of the
final BCS standings
UA led the SEC in passing to become just the third school since 1992
to lead the conference in passing offense in consecutive seasons
The Razorbacks set or matched 48 individual or team records
in 2010
Arkansas produced the first season in school history with a
3,000-yard passer and a 1,000-yard rusher. The Razorbacks were
the only team in the NCAA with a 3,000-yard passer, a 1,000-yard
rusher and five 600-yard receivers
The Razorbacks scored at least 30 points 10 times in 2010, the
most in a season in program history, and set a program record
with 10 300-yard passing games

STEPHANIE BROWN

Quarterback Ryan Mallett set or matched 45 different individual
school records during his Razorback career including setting the
season passing (3,869) and total offense (3,795) marks and both
the single season (32) and career (62) touchdown records

Few Razorbacks have had the impact on and off the field that
D.J. Williams had in his career at the University of Arkansas. A
fan favorite, Williams endured a childhood scarred by domestic
violence before completing an improbable personal journey to
being recognized as the nation’s best tight end and the most
inspirational figure in college football for 2010.
Growing up in Carrollton, Texas, Williams, his mother and one of
two older sisters left their home for a local shelter. Fearing they
were too close to his abusive father, the family moved to Little Rock
after Williams randomly pointed to it on a map.
Inspired by the courage of his mother, Vicky, D.J. became the best
tight end in the country and was recognized as such by receiving
the John Mackey Award last December at the Home Depot College
Football Awards Red Carpet Show on ESPNU.
After sharing the story of his family, later that same night, he
was presented with the Disney Spirit Award, which is annually
presented by Disney Sports to college football’s most inspirational
figure. His story was featured prominently on the College Football
Awards Show televised by ESPN and was later featured on ESPN’s
E:60 bringing much needed nationwide awareness to the problem
of domestic violence.
Williams was the first Razorback to win the Mackey Award and the
Disney Spirit Award and was the first Razorback student-athlete in
any sport to be named a finalist for the James E. Sullivan AAU Award,
which is given to the best amateur athlete in the United States.
“D.J. Williams exemplifies what it means to be a student-athlete
and a Razorback,” University of Arkansas Chancellor Dr. G. David
Gearhart said. “He demonstrates high character both on and off the
field and has turned unfortunate circumstances into opportunities
to help and educate others. That is the mark of a generous spirit
and a remarkable young man.”
Williams finished his UA career with 152 receptions, the secondhighest total in school history and the most by a non-wide receiver,
and 1,855 receiving yards, which ranks eighth on UA’s all-time list.
During the 2010 season, Williams started all 13 games and led the
team with 54 receptions, the fourth-highest single-season total in
UA history in leading the nationally-ranked Razorbacks to a 10-3
record and the program’s first Bowl Championship Series game
last January. Williams accounted for 627 receiving yards and a
single-season career-high four touchdowns. He was named an AP
third-team All-American, first-team All-SEC and also named to the
SEC Community Service Team.
“He's just a great young guy who
appreciates life and makes it easy
for everybody,” head coach Bobby
Petrino said. “If you didn't know he
was a star football player, you never
would because of the way he conducts
himself on campus. That’s what is so
special about him.”

MIRANDA WALKER
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JAKE BEQUETTE

KELLI SHEAN

MEN'S GOLF
Arkansas returned to the NCAA Championship for the second
time in five years under coach Brad McMakin. The Razorbacks
finished 15th as a team at the NCAA Championship
The Razorbacks won four tournaments on the year, including
three straight in the spring season. The four tournament
victories were the most in one season since 1992-93
Sebastian Cappelen carded a school-record score of 199,
17-under par at the Border Olympics
Arkansas’ team stroke average of 288.08 ranked No. 3 in school
history
Jamie Marshall shot a final round 68 to win the Cabo Collegiate
and lead Arkansas to the team title. It was Marshall’s second
career tournament victory
Sebastian Cappelen was named to 2011 European Palmer Cup team,
just the second Razorback to make the exclusive 16-player field
Sebastian Cappelen was named second-team All-SEC and to the
SEC All-Freshman Team while Ethan Tracy shared second-team
All-SEC honors
Sebastian Cappelen and Ethan Tracy earned Ping! All-Central
Region honors
Sebastian Cappelen garnered third-team Golfweek All-America
honors while Ethan Tracy was named honorable mention
All-America
Jamie Marshall was recognized by the SEC on its fall honor roll
and Sebastian Cappelen earned SEC Player of the Week honors
on March 17
Sebastian Cappelen and Austin Cook were named Ping!
honorable mention All-Americans

SEBASTIAN CAPPELEN

Kelli Shean’s remarkable career as a Razorback came to an end
with a flurry of activity in May.
The Cape Town, South Africa native paced the Razorbacks to a
program-best tie for fifth place at the NCAA Championship while
Shean played to a runner-up finish in her final collegiate event.
Shean’s strong finish earned National Golf Coaches Association
Honorable Mention All-America honors and she became a
Women’s Golf Honda Sports Award finalist for her efforts.
"Kelli is an outstanding representative for our program and has
contributed much to our success,” Razorback head coach Shauna
Estes-Taylor said. “It's been a lot of fun to watch her grow on and
off the golf course both as a person and a player."
Shean’s road is an interesting one. Diagnosed at an early age with
profound deafness in both ears, Shean and her family overcame
several obstacles just to advance through school. A sports lover
from a young age, practice and competition challenged Shean as
she often struggled to hear directions.
But all of that changed when she found golf. It seemed to be
the perfect fit for Shean and eventually led to a scholarship at
Arkansas. During her time with the Razorbacks, Shean had six top
10 finishes as a senior and 28 top 20 career finishes.
Shean's four-under par at the NCAA Championship was the secondbest performance for a Razorback in program history. Her career
as a Razorback ended with Shean ranked second in career scoring
average with a 74.40 mark.
Shean also left the University with another very significant
achievement - her degree. She graduated in four years with a
management degree in early May. She was a three-time selection to
the Southeastern Conference Academic Honor Roll and a multipletime member of the Arkansas Athletic Department Honor Roll.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Arkansas made the program's fourth-ever NCAA Championship
appearance finishing a program-best tie for fifth place overall
Senior Kelli Shean finished second overall at the NCAA
Championship after carding a tournament score of 284. Shean’s
runner-up finish was the second-highest finish ever for a Razorback
Arkansas had three wins and nine top five finishes in 11 events
The Razorbacks earned the program's best NCAA Regional
Championship finish with a fourth-place showing at South Bend, Ind.
Arkansas was ranked in the top 25 for most of the season and
entered the NCAA Championship at No. 11 and finished the season
ranked seventh in the Golfstat.com rankings
Freshman Emily Tubert won three individual titles on the season
including medalist honors at the Susie Maxwell Berning Classic, the
MountainView Collegiate and the Las Vegas Collegiate Showdown
Postseason honors included SEC Co-Freshman of the Year (Emily
Tubert), SEC First-Team (Tubert), SEC All-Freshman team (Tubert
and Emma Lavy) and SEC Second-Team (Kelli Shean) selections
The team graduated two seniors in Kelli Shean (Management) and
Corinna Rees (Political Science and Criminal Justice)
Emily Tubert ranked fourth in the world as an amateur
Senior Kelli Shean was a Red Tie Salute to Excellence honoree

“The fans and the people you work with is what makes being a
Razorback so amazing,” Shean said. “I know that anything that I do
in my life from now on, for sure if it ever succeeds, it is because of
something that I have taken away from being a Razorback.”

CORINNA REES
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JAIME PISANI
Junior All-American Jaime Pisani continued to emerge as a leader
for the nationally dominant Razorback gymnastics team in 2011.

GYMNASTICS

Pisani, a Ringwood, N.J. native, picked up three All-America
honors for the third consecutive season, leading the Razorbacks
to a tie for ninth at the 2011 NCAA Championship. She was firstteam on floor, and a second-team selection in the all-around and
on beam in 2011.

Arkansas tied for ninth in the nation at the NCAA Championship in
Cleveland, Ohio
The Razorbacks won the NCAA North Central Regional
Championship, marking only the second time in school history
Arkansas has won an NCAA Regional. Arkansas won the NCAA
South Central Regional in Fayetteville in 2009

“It's very well deserved,” co-head coach Mark Cook said. “She was
a mainstay for us the whole season. She gets it done on the floor
and in the locker room, and she keeps the other girls on task. We’re
very pleased for her.”

Arkansas tied for the SEC’s best regular season record after posting
a dual meet record of 6-1 in conference competition

“She's phenomenal,” co-head coach René Cook says. “She’s a
great athlete, leader and teammate. She’s unique in that she does
all three of those well.”

The Razorbacks earned 11 wins over teams in the top 25, including
two wins over No. 1 teams in the nation and one victory over the No.
4 team in the country

In addition to her All-America honors, Pisani became the first
Razorback selected as the National Association for Collegiate
Gymnastics Coaches for Women South Central Region Gymnast
of the Year.

The Razorbacks earned their seventh straight national top 15 finish
Arkansas earned its fourth straight trip to the NCAA Championship
and its fifth trip in six years
Four student-athletes, Jaime Pisani, Katherine Grable, Amy
Borsellino and Kelci Lewis, combined for seven All-America honors
Three Razorbacks, Jaime Pisani, Katherine Grable and Amy
Borsellino, participated in the NCAA individual event finals

BRITNI WILLIAMS

SOCCER

Jaime Pisani became the first Razorback to earn South Central
Regional Gymnast of the Year honors

Goalkeeper Britni Williams ended her career as UA’s all-time leader
in shutouts (27) and wins (30)

The Razorbacks set school records with seven dual meet wins, four
road wins, five SEC wins and three SEC road wins

Two all-time attendance figures were set in 2011 (1,139, South
Carolina, 4th; 1,090, Vanderbilt, 5th)

Arkansas became the first SEC gymnastics team recognized by the
NCAA as a team of distinction for a perfect APR score of 1,000

Senior midfielder Kelsey Allison was named second-team All-SEC,
defender Melanie Foncham was named to SEC All-Freshman Team
Senior defender Beth McVain and junior defender Kailey Anders
were named to the CoSIDA Academic All-District VI second team
The Razorbacks earned a 0-0 double-overtime tie at No. 17 Georgia
Arkansas improved its scoring in SEC play from five goals in 2009
to 17 in 2010
Sophomore Allie Chandler was listed on TopDrawerSoccer.com’s
preseason SEC players to watch list
Team members participated in a ribbon cutting ceremony for an
expanded soccer locker room facility
Arkansas made an appearance on the SEC’s television package
appearing on Fox Sports Net for a road game at Ole Miss
The soccer team won its second consecutive Lee Spencer Cup
in 2010-11. The Lee Spencer Cup recognizes Razorback studentathletes for their personal growth and development

KATHERINE GRABLE
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Pisani led the team with 27 individual event titles this year,
including nine all-around, four vault, three bars, one beam and 10
on floor. She won floor at the NCAA North Central Regional, tying
the school record of 9.95, which she already shared.
Pisani finished her junior season ranked No. 5 in the nation in the
all-around, tied for 16th on vault and was No. 3 in the country on
floor. In the South Central Region, she was No. 1 in the all-around,
No. 1 on floor, tied for No. 3 on vault, No. 11 on bars and tied for
No. 11 on beam.
Her season highs included a 9.95 on floor three times, a 9.925 on
vault, 9.90 on bars and 9.875 on beam. Her best of 39.60 in the allaround is a career high and tied for fifth-best in school history. Her
9.925 vault tied for seventh-best, and the 9.90 on bars was a career
high and tied for sixth-best.
Pisani helped the Razorbacks earn a spot in an NCAA Regional for
the eighth straight season, and advance to the NCAA Championship
for the fourth straight year and the fifth time in six years.
A member of the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC),
Pisani was selected to the SEC’s Academic Honor Roll for the third
time in her career.

SOFTBALL

MEN'S TENNIS

Arkansas defeated No. 1 UCLA 4-3 at the Louisville Slugger Desert
Tournament giving the Bruins their first loss of the season. Becca
Carden scored two runs and pitchers Layne McGuirt and Kim
Jones combined to strike out seven batters in the win

Arkansas earned three wins over nationally ranked teams in 201011. The Razorbacks defeated nationally ranked SMU, Iowa and
Santa Clara
Chris Nott made second-team All-SEC for the second straight
season. Nott played at the No. 1 and No. 2 singles position and
earned three wins over nationally ranked opponents

Senior pitcher Kim Jones struck out six batters and limited No. 3
Georgia to one run on the way to the Razorbacks’ 2-1 win over the
Bulldogs on Senior Day at Bogle Park. The win marked the second
win over a top three ranked national opponent on the season

Chris Nott finished his Razorback career with 78 singles victories
and 65 doubles wins

The Razorbacks appeared on television four times during the
season including a national television appearance at home against
South Carolina on ESPNU
Arkansas broke the school record for most triples in a game with
six in the first game of the 2011 season against Prairie View A&M
in the Louisiana Classic
Head coach Mike Larabee was named an assistant coach for the
USA Softball Women’s National Team
Arkansas earned the fifth best stolen base percentage in a single
season with a .787. The team collected 48 steals in 61 attempts
Becca Carden was named to the Capital One Academic All-District
Second Team
Amanda Caldwell was named to the SEC Community Service Team
Tori Mort and Courtney Breault were named to the 5th Louisiana
Classics all-tournament team

Matt Hogan earned 56 career singles wins as a Razorback,
including 15 in his senior season
Matt Hogan earned three wins over ranked opponents in 2010-11
CHELSEA FRANKLIN

KESHA NAYLOR

SWIMMING & DIVING
Chelsea Franklin recorded a seventh-place finish at the NCAA
Championships in the 1,650 freestyle
Arkansas posted a 9-2 regular season dual meet record, including
a 2-1 mark against conference opponents
The Razorbacks finished eighth at the SEC Swimming and Diving
Championships in Gainesville, Fla.

Chris Nott and Matt Hogan reached the semifinals in the doubles
draw at the USTA/ITA Central Regional in Norman, Okla.
Taj Harrison was named to the SEC Community Service Team
Head coach Robert Cox is closing in on 400 total victories,
currently owning 391 career wins. Cox has won more matches
than any other tennis coach in University of Arkansas history
Chris Nott was nominated for the SEC Brad Davis Community
Service Postgraduate Scholarship

Arkansas ranked 24th in the final College Swimming Coaches
Association of America national poll. The Razorbacks were one of
six SEC teams in the final poll
Arkansas set seven all-time records in the 2010-11 season
including new marks in 100-yard freestyle, the 500-yard freestyle,
1,000-yard freestyle, 1,650-yard freestyle, 200-yard backstroke,
three-meter diving and platform diving
Diver Kesha Naylor was named to the SEC All-Freshman Team.
Naylor set school records in three-meter and platform diving
Chelsea Franklin broke two records (1,000 free and 1,650 free) in
one race at the 2011 NCAA Championships in Austin, Texas
A total of 30 performances earned spots on the University of
Arkansas’ Swimming and Diving top five records list
The Razorbacks won the 2010 Purdue Invitational besting seven
other teams including Louisville, Ohio State, Purdue, Michigan and
Cincinnati
Lisa Lunkenheimer was named to the Capital One Academic AllDistrict At-Large Second Team

KIM JONES

Alex Roman was named to the SEC Community Service Team

CHRIS NOTT
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WOMEN'S TENNIS

MEN'S TRACK & FIELD

The Razorbacks, ranked No.
23 at the time, scored a huge
upset of No. 4 Notre Dame in
January. The match was part
of the ITA Indoor Kickoff and
advanced the Razorbacks to
the Round of 16 of the ITA
National Indoor Championship

Indoor
The 4x400 relay won the SEC title to cap a second-place team finish
at the SEC Championships in Fayetteville
Tarik Batchelor won the long jump title at the SEC Championships in
Fayetteville
Kevin Lazas set the American junior record in the heptathlon at the
SEC Championships in Fayetteville

Anouk Tigu advanced to the
USTA/ITA National Indoor
Championships in October
after running the table in the
singles bracket of the central
regional in Fayetteville, Ark.

The 4x400 relay team ran to a third-place finish at the NCAA
Championships in College Station, Texas
The Razorbacks collected 18 All-America honors spread among 12
student-athletes
Outdoor

Arkansas earned a No. 2
seed and hosted the NCAA
Fayetteville Regional, the first
and second rounds of the
NCAA Tournament
This was the fourth straight year
the Razorbacks were selected to
play in the tournament and the
fifth time in the last six years

TINA SUTEJ

Arkansas won the 2011 SEC Championships in Athens, Ga., for the
16th team title in program history
Dorian Ulrey won the 800m and 1,500m at the SEC Championships
in Athens, Ga.
Marek Niit won the 200m at the SEC Championships in Athens, Ga.

ANOUK TIGU

The Razorbacks finished 10th at the NCAA Championships in Des
Moines, Iowa, the second top 10 national outdoor finish under head
coach Chris Bucknam

On day one of the NCAA Tournament and the Fayetteville Regional,
the Razorbacks not only got a first-round win over Sacramento
State, but senior Anouk Tigu graduated from the Walton College of
Business the same morning before playing in the match

Arkansas finished 1-2-3 in
800m and 1,500m at SEC
Championships on way to the
team title

Senior Anouk Tigu was selected first-team All-SEC for the second
straight year, which was the third straight year she was given All-SEC
honors. Tigu was ranked in the top 35 all season and finished 25-11

Ben Skidmore, Marek Niit,
Travis Southard and Neil
Braddy finished fifth at the
national meet in 3:03.59, the
third-fastest 4x400m relay team
in program history

At the ITA National Indoors in Charlottesville, Va., Arkansas
recorded a 4-0 win over No. 18 Washington, marking the team’s
first win at the tournament under head coach Michael Hegarty
With the win over Sacramento State in the NCAA Tournament,
Arkansas advanced to at least the second round for the fourth
straight season. Anouk Tigu also advanced to the second round
of the NCAA individual singles championship, and she and partner
Claudine Paulson advanced to the second round of the doubles
championship before finishing 27-12
Senior Anouk Tigu won the individual overall title at the SEC
Coaches’ Fall Classic in the first competitive action of the 2010-11
season
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Sutej won the pole vault at the NCAA Indoor Championships in
College Station, Texas, becoming the 10th individual to win a
national title in program history. She took the top spot in the event
with a clearance of 14-7.25, a facility record for the Gilliam Indoor
Track Stadium.
At the SEC Indoor Championships in Fayetteville, Sutej established
the NCAA standard with a clearance of 14-10.75, improving upon
the previous record of 14-10.25 set by Amy Linnen of Arizona
during the 2002 season. Similarly, the outdoor collegiate record fell
at the SEC Championships in Athens, Ga., when Sutej soared over
the bar set at 15-1.5. With the mark, she became just the fourth
collegiate vaulter to eclipse the 15-foot barrier.
Her accomplishments did not go unnoticed as Sutej was named the
SEC Field Athlete of the Year and South Central Region Field Athlete
of the Year for both the indoor and outdoor seasons. In February,
she was also named to watch list for the Bowerman Award which is
awarded each year to the top male and female collegiate athlete in
NCAA track and field.
Sutej turned in some of her more memorable performances at
the bigger meets of the year. During the course of the season, the
Razorback junior set meet records at the New Balance Collegiate
Invitational, SEC Indoor Championships, Texas Relays, Penn Relays
and the SEC Outdoor Championships.
The Ljubljana, Slovenia native won the first 13 competitions she
entered during the season and capped the year with a runner-up
performance at the NCAA Outdoor Championships in Des Moines,
Iowa. Sutej tied the NCAA Outdoor Championships meet record
with her final clearance of 14-7.25. For her efforts in 2011, she
earned indoor and outdoor All-America status to run her career
total to three All-America selections.
Sutej has also been a standout performer in the classroom
during her Razorback career earning a spot on both the SEC and
department academic honor rolls.

Marek Niit (200m) and
Dorian Ulrey (1,500m) earned
runner-up finishes at the NCAA
Championships
Kevin Lazas broke his own
American junior record and
school mark in the decathlon at
the NCAA Championships with
7,802 points
LaSHAWN BUTLER
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Razorback junior Tina Sutej completed a near-perfect campaign
during the 2011 track and field collegiate season. During a
spectacular season-long showing, Sutej won the NCAA indoor title,
claimed the SEC indoor and outdoor crowns and set the indoor and
outdoor collegiate pole vault records along the way. For her efforts,
Sutej was named the National Women's Field Athlete of the Year by
the U.S. Track and Field and Cross Country Coaches Association.

JASMINE NORTON

WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD
Indoor
The Razorbacks earned a fourth-place team finish at the NCAA
Championships in College Station, Texas

VOLLEYBALL
Jasmine Norton and Raymariely Santos earned All-SEC honors
with Norton earning second-team All-SEC recognition and Santos
securing a spot on the SEC all-freshman squad

Tina Sutej set the NCAA record in the pole vault at the SEC
Championships in Fayetteville

Jasmine Norton led the SEC in kills per set for the season. Norton
averaged 3.83 kills per set

Tina Sutej won the national title in the pole vault at the NCAA
Championships in College Station, Texas. Sutej earned postseason
conference and regional honors

Arkansas earned a five-set home victory over Georgia to open the
SEC season

The 4x400 relay set a school record and won the conference title
at the SEC Championships in Fayetteville

Arkansas opened the season with a 5-0 record, the first fivematch winning streak under Pulliza

Shelise Williams set a school record in the 400 meters at the SEC
Championships in Fayetteville

Arkansas held two match points in a five-set upset bid against No.
22 Tennessee during the Dig for the Cure match

The DMR set the school record at the New Balance Collegiate
Invitational in New York City

Razorbacks Jasmine Norton and Brooke Fournier participated in
the USA Volleyball open tryouts for the USA National Team and
Associated Programs in Colorado Springs, Colo.

Outdoor

The Razorbacks won the Arkansas Invitational to open the season

Tina Sutej set the NCAA record in the pole vault at the SEC
Championships in Athens, Ga.

Volleyball drew more than 1,000 fans to Barnhill Arena three times
in 2010, including for a four-set match against No. 1 Florida

The 4x400 relay set school and meet records at the Drake Relays

Barnhill Arena hosted three crowds of more than 1,000, including the
program's second-highest attendance ever when 1,272 fans watched
Arkansas' five-set battle against regional rival Oklahoma. Three of
the top six home attendance figures came during the 2010 season

Arkansas won the 4x400, pole vault and heptathlon at the SEC
Championships in Athens, Ga.
Tina Sutej and associate
head coach Rolando Greene
earned South Central Region
accolades

Arkansas played in three television matches in 2010, including a
national appearance at then-No. 12 LSU on ESPNU as part of the
network’s Wednesday Night Women's Volleyball package

Brittany Hyter set the school
record in the 400m hurdles en
route to winning her semifinal
heat and advancing to the final
at the NCAA Championships

Through the first two seasons of her Razorback career, Jasmine
Norton has already established herself as one of the top attackers
in the SEC and in program history. For her play on the volleyball
court, she earned AVCA All-America honorable mention honors,
All-SEC Second Team recognition twice and was named the SEC
and South Region Freshman of the Year in 2009.
As a sophomore, Norton led the SEC in kills per set (3.83) and
was the first player in program history to lead the conference in
that category over the course of an entire season. Relied upon as
the team’s go-to attacker, Norton put a dent in Arkansas’ all-time
kills list. At the end of the 2010 season, Norton stood in 14th
place on that list with 947 kills.
Norton totaled six matches with at least 20 kills during her
sophomore season. In a show of her versatility around the court,
she also had eight double-doubles, including a 29-kill, 22-dig
performance against UAB at the Middle Tennessee Invitational.
Her kill total against the Blazers equaled a career high.
In addition to her career totals, Norton is currently third on
Arkansas’ all-time kills per set list. With two seasons in Cardinal
and White remaining, she has averaged 3.96 kills per set. During
her breakout freshman season, she averaged 4.09 kills per set,
the 13th-best single-season mark in school history.
In 2009, Norton was named the SEC Freshman of the Week six
times, the most by a player since the inception of the award in
2005. All of those selections came during the conference season.
Part of the first signing class by head coach Robert Pulliza, she
joined teammates Amanda Anderson on that season’s SEC AllFreshman Team.
The Rowlett, Texas, native can also add an USA National Team
invitee to her resume after being selected to participate in the open
tryouts in Colorado after her successful sophomore campaign.
Norton also represents her team as a member of SAAC,
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, serving as a liaison with
the Razorback Athletic Department. SAAC members helped
coordinate community service efforts and outreach projects on
behalf of the Razorbacks as well as provide valuable feedback to
the administration on the student-athlete experience at Arkansas.

Stephanie Brown recorded
the second-fastest time in
school history in the 800m at
the NCAA West Regional to
advance to the national meet
Three Arkansas 400m runners
qualified for the NCAA
Championships, the most by
any school in that event
BRITTANY HYTER

RAYMARIELY SANTOS
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RAZORBACKS
IN THE PROS

Chris Callies / Green Bay Packers

Green Bay Packers deep snapper Brett
Goode became the 26th Razorback player
or coach to participate in the Super Bowl.
The Packers defeated the Pittsburgh
Steelers 31-25 to win Super Bowl XLV.

Former Razorback and current Cleveland
Browns running back Peyton Hillis won a
NFL bracket-style fan voting tournament
and was named the cover athlete for
Madden NFL 12. Hillis beat out Philadelphia
Eagles quarterback Michael Vick in the final
by earning 66 percent of the fan vote.

During the Browns’ bye weekend, Hillis
joined Athletic Director Jeff Long on the
sideline of the Razorbacks’ Homecoming
game against Vanderbilt. In 2010, Hillis
rushed for 1,177 yards and 11 touchdowns to
become the first Browns running back to top
1,000 yards in a season since 2008.
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Former University of Arkansas AllAmerican Stacy Lewis won her first
professional event at the 40th Annual
Kraft Nabisco Championship in Rancho
Mirage, Calif., in April. After winning
one of the LPGA Tour’s majors, Lewis,
her caddy and members of her family
made the traditional celebratory jump
into Poppie’s Pond. Lewis serves as a
volunteer assistant for the Razorback
women’s golf program.
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Miles Kennedy / Philadelphia Phillies

Cliff Lee has been one of the most
dominant pitchers in Major League
Baseball in the past four seasons making
three All-Star Game appearances and
earning a Cy Young Award. Lee has
pitched in each of the last two World
Series with Philadelphia (2009) and Texas
(2010). Lee returned to the Philadelphia
Phillies for the 2011 season.

Joe Johnson earned his fifth consecutive
NBA All-Star selection last season while
starring for the Atlanta Hawks. A Little
Rock native, Johnson averaged 18.2
points, 4.7 assists and 4.0 rebounds
in leading the Hawks to the Eastern
Conference Semifinals.

RAZORBACK
DIVERSITY

Razorback Trailblazers
In 2011, Razorback Athletics is recognizing the contributions of trailblazing Razorbacks who helped
lead the way for thousands of African-American student-athletes at the University of Arkansas.

As part of its focus on promoting diversity on
campus, in the Northwest Arkansas community
and throughout the state of Arkansas,
Razorback Athletics continues to launch new
initiatives in support of the University of
Arkansas’ ongoing commitment to diversity.
In 2010-11, Razorback Athletics created the
Athletic Director’s Council on Diversity
creating a forum where representatives of
underrepresented populations of studentathletes, coaches, administrators and staff
can provide valuable feedback and help lead
the department on important issues. For the
first time, a diversity action plan was developed
to help guide the efforts of the department in
promoting an inclusive environment.
Razorback student-athletes also took an active
role and were instrumental in the annual
Martin Luther King Jr. Day celebration on
campus. A total of 46 student-athletes spent
the morning interacting with children in the
community as part of the MLK youth activities.
Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics Jeff
Long later delivered the keynote remarks before
the campus-wide MLK Day march. The day
concluded with student-athletes joining Long
and Diversity Coordinator Eric Wood at the
MLK Day Recommitment Banquet.

As part of the year-long celebration of the diversity and history of intercollegiate athletics at the
University of Arkansas, Razorback Athletics is honoring student-athletes and their contributions
to integrating their respective sport.
Athletic Director Jeff Long and Assistant AD Eric
Wood take part in the annual MLK Day March from
Dickson Street to the Arkansas Student Union.

Other diversity initiatives in 2010-11 included:

These trailblazing student-athletes have been invited back to the University of Arkansas campus
to participate in special ceremonies honoring their contributions to the Razorback program.
Recognitions of the trailblazers are being held during the respective sport seasons of each
honoree and were featured on ArkansasRazorbacks.com in February as part of the web site’s
Black History Month series.

Black History Month series on
ArkansasRazorbacks.com featuring stories
of African-American student-athletes and
coaches, as well as University faculty and staff

Trailblazers

Sport

Date Honored

Joy Dillard

women’s basketball

Feb. 20, 2011

Thomas Johnson

men’s basketball

March 9, 2011

Arvis Harper

baseball

April 9, 2011

Trailblazers Program — a year-long
recognition of the first African-American
participants in various Razorback sports

Zenobia Davison and Valanna Lyons

softball

April 23, 2011

Linda Bedford-Jackson

women’s track and field

April 23, 2011

Darrel Brown

football

TBA (Fall 2011)

International Student Awareness Week
series on ArkansasRazorbacks.com
to celebrate the contributions of the
Razorbacks’ international student-athletes

Krystal Osborne

volleyball

TBA (Fall 2011)

Hosted College of Engineering Diversity
program at a home football game
Celebration of National Girls and Women in
Sport Day at the women’s basketball game
against South Carolina. All youth under 18
years of age were admitted free to the game
Latino Day at the Razorbacks’ home
women’s soccer match against Alabama
Launch of a Spanish blog on
ArkansasRazorbacks.com—“en español”

Smiles were a plenty as Razorback
student-athletes teamed up with area
youth for some volleyball action.

Others Trailblazers Recognized:
Deborah Cooper (women’s basketball), Melanie Davis (volleyball), Chip Hooper (men’s tennis),
Kendra Howard (women’s tennis), Vernon Hune (men’s track and field), Hank Thompson (baseball)

Joy Dillard
Jeff Long and
Thomas Johnson

Arvis Harper
Arkansas head women's
track & field coach Lance
Harter and Lisa Bedford
Jackson
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PROMOTING THE
RAZORBACKS
Promoting the stories and accomplishments
of more than 460 student-athletes and
serving as the official source of information
for Razorbacks Athletics, the athletic media
relations, public relations and new media
departments kept Razorback fans informed
in 2010-11. In addition, the departments
cultivated and delivered key messages to
the media through a number of initiatives
including nearly 3,000 press releases.
The media relations staff also implemented a
targeted outreach, which resulted in higher
brand visibility through tangible national
media placements including multiple
appearances with ESPN, ESPN.com, ESPNU,
ESPN The Magazine, E:60, CBS Sports.com,
CNNSI.com, The Sporting News, FoxSports.
com, Baseball America and Track and Field
News among countless others.
Training and preparation for administration,
coaches and student-athletes was provided
throughout the year enabling Arkansas
to maximize branding opportunities. The
Athletic Media Relations staff worked to put
the focus on image and issues management
to insure preparedness to the highest degree
for all Razorback interactions through points
of contact with the media and the public.
The newly formed public relations
department coordinated numerous major
athletic department announcements and
press conferences including the Mike
Anderson introduction and the football

facility announcement. Public relations also
coordinated the department’s participation
in key external events and programs
including RazorRock, Razorback Day at the
Capitol and the SEC Legends program.
ArkansasRazorbacks.com was home to
thousands of game stories, features and
audio/video content. New media coordinated
382 live-streaming events totaling more than
645 hours of live content and produced more
than 1,300 multi-media clips. Live blogs from
home and road events let Razorback fans
interact with new media and media relations
sport contacts online as game action was
taking place in many of the department’s 19
sports. Arkansas continued to be a leader in
social media, extensively utilizing its Twitter
account (@ArkRazorbacks).
The promotion of the Razorbacks also
included numerous initiatives from the
Razorback marketing office including
the adoption of the Razorback StudentAccess pass. Nearly 9,000 passes were
sold providing University of Arkansas
students with affordable admission to all
Razorback home events. Marketing also
managed the department’s Facebook page
(ArkansasRazorbacks) which had nearly
150,000 followers in 2010-11.

BY THE
NUMBERS
21,233,594
Page Views on
ArkansasRazorbacks.com*

2,818,492
Absolute Unique Visitors to
ArkansasRazorbacks.com*

8,758
Razorback Student-Access
passes sold in 2010-11

400
Total audio and visual events
on RazorVision
* Numbers based on July 1, 2010June 1, 2011
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Gymnasts Katherine Grable and Jaime Pisani are two of
the many University of Arkansas student-athletes who
participated in media interviews during 2010-11.

RAZORVISION
ACADEMY
In its first year, the RazorVision
Academy provided University of
Arkansas students with an opportunity
to gain practical experience in sports
journalism. RazorVision Academy
students produced a live one-hour
pre-game football show before each
on campus home game, shot and
directed Razorback event streams and
helped produce Ask the A.D., a show
featuring Arkansas athletic director
Jeff Long. Coordinated by Dennis
Kirkpatrick, the RazorVision Academy
was featured by ESPNU in one of its
SEC Academic Specials.

RAZORBACKS ON
TELEVISION
Arkansas was squarely in the regional and
national television spotlight in 2010-11,
appearing on television a school record
107 times. Thanks to the Southeastern
Conference’s extensive television package
and partnerships with local and regional
carriers like Cox Sports Television, 12
of the program’s 19 sports had at least
one television appearance in 2010-11.
Every football and SEC men’s basketball
game was televised. Baseball earned a
record 24 appearances including a spot
on the SEC’s Thursday Night baseball
package. Arkansas was also the only
collegiate baseball program in the nation
to be featured on 30-minute ESPNU AllAccess show, which provided a behindthe-scenes look at the Razorbacks’ home
series against Mississippi State.

MIKE ANDERSON
PRESS CONFERENCE
One of the signature branding events for
Razorback Athletics in 2010-11 was the
introduction of head men’s basketball
coach Mike Anderson in March. More
than 5,000 fans and a statewide
television audience watched the event
live from Bud Walton Arena.

For the first time, the Razorbacks’
Red-White Spring Football Game was
televised on ESPN. Some of ESPN’s top
college football talent, Chris Fowler, Mark
May and Matt Millen, came to Fayetteville
to call the game. Arkansas also hosted
the CBS Sports SEC Tailgate Show prior
to the Alabama football game.
2010-2011 University of Arkansas Department of Athletics Annual Report
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ADVANCING THE
RAZORBACK BRAND
Parlaying the success of one of the nation’s
top intercollegiate athletic programs,
Razorback Athletics and its multi-media
rights holder, Razorback Sports Properties
spent 2010-11 actively pursuing opportunities
to enhance the signature brand synonymous
with the University of Arkansas.
In 2010-11, for the first time in program
history, all 19 Razorback sport programs
donned the NIKE swoosh in the first year of
a five-year all sports footwear and apparel
agreement with the athletic department.
The partnership with the most coveted
brand in collegiate athletics helped boost the
Razorbacks’ profile in all sports.
Arkansas’ trademark and licensing program
continued to be one of the most successful
programs in nation. The Razorbacks once
again ranked among the top 20 in the nation
in royalties from Razorback merchandise. In
the first three quarters of the 2010-11 fiscal
year, Arkansas was No. 17 in the Collegiate
Licensing Company’s (CLC) rankings
generating $2,106,765.37 in net royalties for
Razorback Athletics.
Razorback Sports Properties, a division
of IMG College, worked to expand the
reach of the Razorback Sports Network
with 54 stations carrying football and
men’s basketball. Arkansas’ 22-station
baseball radio network was the largest in
the IMG College family of multi-media
rights partners. For the first time, Chuck
Barrett, the voice of the Razorbacks, served
24

as the play-by-play radio announcer for
Razorback football, men’s basketball
and baseball. Razorback fans tuned in
for 12 football and 16 men’s basketball
coaches television shows and for live radio
shows featuring the two head coaches
throughout their respective seasons.
Enthusiastic sold-out audiences packed
Bobby Petrino Live on Wednesday
nights at the Catfish Hole in Fayetteville
throughout the football season.
RSP was also instrumental in negotiating a
new expanded agreement with Cox Sports
Television (CST) bringing weekly football
full-game replays and 28 Razorback events
to television in 2010-11.

THE WORLD'S FASTEST INDOOR TRACK
The University of Arkansas has long been associated with track and field championships,
but in 2011 it was the Randal Tyson Track Center that was honored as “the home to the
fastest indoor track in the world.” In February, Mondo area representative Kirk Sandifer
helped Razorback Athletics re-dedicate the newly re-surfaced and installed banked
track. The track was originally built by Mondo in 1993 for the World Championships in
Toronto. In 2000, it was installed in the Randal Tyson Track Center and since has played
host to numerous world, American and NCAA Championship records.

BOBBY PETRINO LIVE

On location in New Orleans,
In its second year as the official publication the final edition of Bobby
Petrino Live drew an overflow
of the athletic department, Inside Razorback crowd as the Razorbacks
Athletics expanded to 11 issues providing
prepared for the Allstate Sugar
Bowl. Chuck Barrett, the Voice
Razorback Foundation members and
of the Razorbacks, hosted
subscribers with a variety of program and
both Bobby Petrino Live and
student-athlete features as well as previews
Inside Razorback Football with
Bobby Petrino in 2010.
of upcoming Razorback events.

INSIDE RAZORBACK
ATHLETICS
In the May issue, Inside Razorback
Athletics recapped the 15 most
memorable moments in the first 15
years of Baum Stadium. An interactive
fan vote determined the moments and
their order. Brady Toops’ grand slam
home run against Wichita State in the
2004 NCAA Regional was voted the
most memorable moment.
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AROUND ARKANSAS
AND THE REGION
Razorback Athletics continues to have a strong presence in
every corner of Arkansas and even beyond the state borders
with a long list of events designed to bring the Razorbacks
to fans throughout the region. Whether it is RazorRock, the
Razorbacks’ football signing day event in Central Arkansas,
one of 35 Razorback Clubs annually visited by Razorback
coaches and administrators or regular-season athletic
competitions scheduled around the state and in neighboring
areas like Dallas, Texas, the University of Arkansas is reaching
out to engage fans throughout the Razorback nation.

DICKEY-STEPHENS PARK
The Razorback baseball team traveled to North Little Rock’s
Dickey-Stephens Park for a game against the University of
Memphis in March. A sold out crowd of 10,062 fans watched
Arkansas earn a 7-2 victory over the Tigers.

DeWaine Duncan / Little Rock Touchdown Club

LITTLE ROCK TOUCHDOWN CLUB
Athletic Director Jeff Long was one of the Little Rock
Touchdown’s featured speakers in the fall. Long returned in
January to participate in the club’s annual awards banquet.

RAZORBACK DAY AT THE CAPITOL

COMPETING IN CENTRAL ARKANSAS

RAZORBACK CLUBS

Administrators, coaches and members of the University of
Arkansas spirit squads and marching band, joined University
officials for Razorback Day at the Capitol last February. The
UA contingent visited with legislators and took part in a pep
rally in the Capitol rotunda.

Fans of Central Arkansas enjoyed a Razorback
doubleheader the weekend following Thanksgiving as
Arkansas played UAB in men’s basketball at Verizon Arena
on Friday night before taking on LSU in the football regular
season finale at War Memorial Stadium on Saturday.

Arkansas head football coach Bobby Petrino signs autographs
at the Fort Smith Razorback Club.
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EVENTS
In 2010-11, the University of Arkansas hosted 184 regular
season athletic competitions while welcoming more than
one million fans to athletic related events. Fans helped the
Razorbacks set numerous attendance records including a
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium record (76,808) for
the Alabama football game. Baum Stadium also was busy
welcoming five of its top 10 single game attendances in 2011
including a record 11,462 for a home date against LSU. In
fact in 2010-11, Arkansas was one of only three schools in
Division I to rank in the top 30 for attendance in football,
men’s basketball and baseball.
Continuing to bolster its reputation as one of the nation’s
premier destinations for championship events, the
University of Arkansas campus hosted the 2011 SEC Indoor
Track and Field Championships and the 2011 NCAA
Women’s Tennis Fayetteville Regional.
In addition, Razorback Athletics hosted more than 30 special
events including the Salute to Excellence Red Tie Dinner,
Razorback Football Kickoff Luncheon, Woo Pig Spring
Weekend, Elementary School Day at women’s basketball and
the Student-Athlete Academic and Senior Award banquets.

RED TIE DINNER
2011 Honorees (from left) Yi-Ting Siow, Jake Bequette,
Jessica Bachkora, Ryan Mallett, Kelli Shean and James
McCann join Athletic Director Jeff Long at the Red Tie Salute
to Excellence Dinner in January.
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ALABAMA FOOTBALL GAME

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DAY

A record crowd of 76,808 fans filed through the gates of
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium to watch Arkansas
take on Alabama in a front of a national television audience.
Chris Low of ESPN.com ranked the football game day
atmosphere the best of 2011 college football season and
noted that while the stadium capacity is only 72,000, “it
sounded like 172,000 on that festive September Saturday
afternoon in the Ozarks.”

More than 2,700 local elementary students helped cheer on
the Razorback women’s basketball team to a season-opening
victory over Florida A&M at Bud Walton Arena as part of
Elementary School Day. The educational event encouraged
students to pursue a regimen of physical activity. Each
student received a keepsake booklet designed for kids with
fun facts and games about maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

WOO PIG SPRING WEEKEND

2011 SEC INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Razorback fans from all over the state converged on
Fayetteville in April to witness eight University of Arkansas
athletic events, including a nationally televised spring football
game, a three-game conference series in baseball and
softball and a women's tennis showdown, as part of Woo Pig
Spring Weekend. An estimated crowd of 42,000 fans helped
the Razorbacks set a new spring football game record before
a capacity crowd of 11,192 cheered on the Hogs against
Mississippi State in baseball at Baum Stadium.

For the sixth time in its history, the Randal Tyson Track
Center was home to the SEC Indoor Track and Field
Championships. The world-class competitors took
advantage of the recently re-surfaced oval to set several
SEC meet records and NCAA top performances.

TRADITIONS
Maintaining longtime traditions and recognizing
legendary Razorbacks are all part of preserving the legacy
of intercollegiate athletics at the University of Arkansas.
Razorback Athletics continues to combine time honored
traditions with programs designed to celebrate the history of
the program and honor those who have played a part in the
program’s success.
In 2010-11, Razorback Athletics blended one of its most storied
traditions with new opportunities to recognize special friends
to the Razorback program. While “Running through the A”
is a tradition reserved only for members of the Razorback
football team, the newly created “A” Walk of Honor recognizes
those individuals and groups who have played a significant role
in the support of Razorback Athletics.
Honorees were invited to participate in this unique pre-game
experience and were recognized on the video board and over
the public address system as they walked through the “A”
formed by the Razorback Marching Band. After completing
the walk, honorees helped complete the “A” before welcoming
Coach Bobby Petrino and the Arkansas Razorback football
team on the field just prior to kickoff.

FRANK BROYLES

JIM LINDSEY

WALKER FAMILY

"A" WALK OF HONOR
Representatives of the Donald W. Reynolds Foundation Board make the inaugural “A” Walk of Honor before the Alabama game

In its inaugural season, four distinguished individuals or
groups were honored with the “A” Walk of Honor including
members the Donald W. Reynolds Foundation, the Willard
and Pat Walker family, Coach Frank Broyles and Jim Lindsey.
Broyles was also honored as part of the University of
Arkansas’ 2011 class of Southeastern Conference legends. The
former football coach and athletic director made remarks on
behalf of football legends from all 12 schools during festivities
held in conjunction with the SEC Football Championship
Game in Atlanta, Ga.
Former Razorback women’s basketball All-American
Delmonica DeHorney Hawkins was honored as an University
of Arkansas Great at the SEC Women’s Basketball Tournament
in Nashville, Tenn., while 1940s Razorback men’s basketball
star George Kok was part of the legends class featured at the
SEC Men’s Basketball Tournament in Atlanta.

Richey Miller / Cal Sport Media

CELEBRITY HOG CALLERS SEC LEGENDS

RONNIE CAVENESS

A number of celebrities helped
Razorback fans “Call the Hogs” during
the 2010 football season. The famous
Blue Man Group joined the likes of
Arkansas native and American Idol
Kris Allen, former Razorback and
current Cleveland Browns’ running back
Peyton Hillis and former Razorback
baseball player and major league allstar Cliff Lee in leading one of the most
distinctive cheers in college athletics.

Former Razorback Ronnie Caveness
was a member of the 2010 class of
the National Football Foundation
College Hall of Fame. Caveness was
honored by Razorback teammate and
NFF Board Member Jerry Jones at
the Alabama football game. Caveness
became the 17th Razorback studentathlete or coach to be inducted into the
College Hall of Fame.

Delmonica DeHorney Hawkins accepts
a clock from SEC Commissioner Mike
Slive during a halftime recognition at
the 2011 SEC Women’s Basketball
Tournament. DeHorney Hawkins
was the first Kodak All-American
in Arkansas women’s basketball
history and a two-time All-Southwest
Conference Player of the Year.
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FACILITIES
To say the future of Razorbacks Athletics
literally began to take shape in 201011 would not be an overstatement. The
athletic department, in conjunction with
the University of Arkansas and a team led
by the world renowned architectural firm,
Populous, Inc., initiated a comprehensive
master planning process to study and
evaluate Razorback Athletics’ facility needs
for the next five, 10, 15 years and beyond.
At a press conference in October, Athletic
Director Jeff Long unveiled plans for a new
football center designed to meet the modern
needs of a program competing in the nation’s
most competitive athletic conference.
The new football center will feature
approximately 80,000 square feet of space
compared to the current approximately
50,000 square feet afforded for football in
the Broyles Athletic Center. As part of the
project, the football practice fields will be
re-located to the south side of the Walker
Family Training Center, providing the space
for the new building.
Preliminary site work on the football center
has begun and current plans call for a
groundbreaking in mid-to late fall 2011.
Completion of the building is targeted for
spring/summer of 2013.
Razorback Athletics also made major
upgrades to facilities for soccer, indoor track
and field and gymnastics in 2010-11. The
soccer facility renovation added more than
3,900 square feet to the existing 3,100-square
foot structure and included an expanded
and re-modeled training room, a new locker
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room and a team lounge and meeting area.
At the Randal Tyson Track Center, the
world’s fastest indoor oval was re-surfaced
and semi-permanently installed to maximize
the re-furbished track’s performance.
Previously, the indoor track had been
disassembled in the off-season. Gymnastics
was the beneficiary of a renovation of the
event locker room at Barnhill Arena. The
gymnastics program trains at the Lewis
Center, but competes at Barnhill Arena.
The football center will feature a spacious locker room, athletic training room, team
meeting rooms, student-athlete lounge, coaches’ offices, recruiting reception area and a
football museum.

DONALD W.
REYNOLDS FOUNDATION
$10 MILLION
CHALLENGE GRANT
The Donald W. Reynolds Foundation
has been a long-time supporter of the
University of Arkansas and Razorback
Athletics including providing the signature
gift for the renovation and expansion of
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium.
In 2010, the Foundation made a major
challenge grant to help the football center
become a reality. The Foundation’s $10
million grant for the football center was
designed to generate additional financial
support and was contingent on the
University securing the remaining funding
for the project.
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RANDAL TYSON TRACK
The re-surfacing and semi-permanent
installment of the Randal Tyson Center
track took four months to complete and
was ready for the 2011 indoor track and
field season.

SOCCER RIBBON CUTTING
CEREMONY
Athletic Director Jeff Long, soccer head
coach Erin Aubry and members of the
Razorback soccer team participated in
a ribbon cutting ceremony for the soccer
facility renovation and expansion at
Razorback Field in May. Razorback Field
was the only on-campus playing venue
that had not undergone enhancements or
significant renovations in the previous
three years.

FINANCIAL
REPORTS
BALANCING THE BOOKS
According to an article published in USA
Today in June 2011, the University of
Arkansas was among 22 of 228 Division I
athletic programs whose revenue, generated
by athletic department activities, exceeded
the department’s total expenses. This is the
NCAA’s benchmark for whether an athletics
program is financially self-sufficient.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Athletic Department’s budget plan for
each fiscal year is based on conservative
revenue projections and a balanced budget

Other
1%

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
2010-11 REVENUE BUDGET
$33,468,725

53%

Conference Distribution

$17,000,000

Ticket Sales

Sponsorships & Licensing

$6,035,000

Contributions

$5,000,000

Concessions & Merchandise

$1,225,000

Other
Total

Contributions

8%

9%

$600,000
$63,328,725

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
2010-11 EXPENSE BUDGET

The Razorback Foundation is a separate
entity and transfers funds to the Athletic
Department to fund the budget each year

The department receives funds from
the SEC and NCAA for participating in
postseason events. These funds are used
to pay travel and other costs related to
these events

27%

Ticket Sales

The Athletic Department is considered
an auxiliary unit of the UAF campus,
and although the department is selfsustaining financially, its revenues and
expenses flow through the University and
are included as part of the University’s
overall budget

The Athletic Department was projected
to end the 2010-11 fiscal year with actual
revenues exceeding the budget

Conference
Distribution

Sponsorships
& Licensing

2%
Concessions
& Merchandise

University Transfer
Debt Service

Football

$15,194,341

Men’s Basketball

$5,539,729

Baseball

$2,657,571

Other Men’s Sports

$1,991,720

Women’s Sports

$9,787,764

Facility Operations

$5,821,500

Internal Support Services

$10,525,309

External Services

$3,460,733

Debt Service

$7,350,058

Transfer to University

$1,000,000

Total

$63,328,725

2%

Football

12%
24%

External Services
5%

Internal Support
Services

17%

9%

Men’s
Basketball

3%
4%

9%
Facility Operations

14%

Baseball
Other Men’s Sports

Women’s Sports
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COMPARING THE SEC
DID YOU KNOW?

SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE TOTAL REVENUES

The Athletics Department is required to report financial information annually to the
NCAA, the U.S. Department of Education, and the Arkansas Department of Higher
Education. The reporting requirements vary for each organization
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The U.S. Department of Education requires that all Universities complete an annual EADA
report, listing revenues and expenses by the athletic department and any supporting
foundation or affiliated organization. This information is reported each October for the
previous fiscal year
For 2009-10, which is the most recent EADA information reported, the University of
Arkansas reported total revenues of $78M, which included amounts received through the
Athletics Department and the Razorback Foundation. This amount ranked 9th in the SEC
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The Athletics Department is part of the University’s annual audit, and is subject to an
annual agreed-upon procedures engagement by an external audit firm

SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE TOTAL ATHLETIC DEBT

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT DEBT

240M

As of June 30, 2011, the Athletics Department had total outstanding debt of $64,688,980,
which included the bonds that were recently issued to finance the new Football Center project.

220M

Athletics debt at June 30, 2011 consisted of the following:
Reynolds Razorback Stadium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.1M
McDonnell Field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.6M
Capital Improvement Projects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.4M
Bogle Field (Softball) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.4M
Bud Walton Arena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.4M
Lewis Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.2M
Football Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.6M
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The department issues debt to finance various projects, and pays off the debt using athletic
revenues and contributions that are received over a period of time. The new Football Center
project was financed with bonds that will be paid off as contributions are received over a
five year period

RAZORBACK
FOUNDATION
Performing the vital role of supporting Razorback
Athletics with financial support, the Razorback
Foundation, Inc., works alongside the athletic
department to provide the resources required for
student-athletes at the University of Arkansas
to succeed in the Southeastern Conference and
nationally. In 2010-11, the Razorback Foundation
employed several key initiatives to help provide
financial stability for the future of the Razorback
program in the face of uncertain economic times.
The implementation of the Razorback Seat
Value Plan (R.S.V.P.) and continued emphasis
on sustained growth of the annual fund and
overall membership, resulted in record numbers
for the Razorback Foundation. The Foundation
welcomed more than 2,600 new members
resulting in significant increases in the annual
fund and in total gifts received to support
Razorback Athletics.
The Razorback Foundation, under the leadership
of executive director Harold Horton, continued
to expand its outreach to its members in
2010-11, coordinating a record number of
Razorback Clubs, distributing 11 issues of the
program’s official newspaper, Inside Razorback
Athletics, while keeping members informed
by using various social media platforms. The
Foundation helped organize 35 Razorback Club
meetings or events throughout Arkansas and
around the region. Thousands of Foundation
members stayed engaged with important
news through the Razorback Foundation
website (RazorbackFoundation.com), twitter
feed (@RazorFoundation) and Facebook page
(Razorback-Foundation).

RAZORBACK FOUNDATION TOTAL
Members
FY 2011

12,880

FY 2010

10,695

FY 2009

10,587

Annual Fund
FY 2011

$18,744,773

FY 2010

$12,105,240

FY 2009

$11,824,171

Capital and Other Gifts
FY 2011

$4,323,598

FY 2010

$1,479,629

FY 2009

$2,379,779

From left, former Razorbacks Marvin Caston, Greg Lasker,
Rod Forte and Eric Bradford at the A Club Reunion spring
golf tournament. Caston is as an assistant director with the
Razorback Foundation.

THE A CLUB
An important part of the Razorback Foundation,
Inc., the A Club, the association of former
University of Arkansas letterwinners, continues to
be an integral tool for engaging former Razorback
student-athletes in all sports. Renewed outreach
efforts have resulted in continued growth with
membership topping 1,000 members for the first
time in 2010-11.

ON THE ROAD RAZORBACK
Razorback Foundation
CLUBS
Executive Director
Harold Horton and the
Razorback Foundation
staff travel throughout
the state and region
speaking at Razorback
Clubs and other special
events about the
Razorback Foundation
and the A Club.

Former Razorback
football player Tony Bua
and Arkansas head
volleyball coach Robert
Pulliza at a Greater
Dallas Area Razorback
Club function.

UA SPORTS
HALL OF
HONOR
Tracy Robertson was
one of 11 inductees
into the UA Sports Hall
of Honor. The 2010
class was highlighted
with feature stories on
ArkansasRazorbacks.
com.

Members have game day access to A Club rooms
at Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium and
War Memorial Stadium. A Club members also
vote on candidates for the University of Arkansas
Sports Hall of Honor. Inductees are honored each
year the Friday night before the football season
opener in Fayetteville and then again at halftime
of the game on Saturday.

A CLUB MEMBERSHIP
FY 2011

1,025

FY 2010

975

FY 2009

947
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ANSWER THE
CALL AND R.S.V.P.
In August 2010, Razorback Athletics officials
launched a multi-faceted decade-long
comprehensive fundraising initiative – Answer
the Call. The first step of the Answer the Call
initiative was the Razorback Seat Value Plan,
or R.S.V.P. Led by R.S.V.P. executive director
Chris Wyrick, R.S.V.P. initiated an updated
seat equity plan to enhance annual support for
student-athletes at the University of Arkansas
and give the Razorback athletic program
additional resources to compete amid increasing
scholarship, facility and operational costs.
Razorback Athletics has always outperformed
its financial resources, but with Arkansas
ranking ninth in the SEC in overall athletic
budget, ninth in annual fund total and seventh
in total number of donors it was imperative
steps be taken to solidify the immediate
financial future of Razorback Athletics.
The response from the Razorback nation was
overwhelming as thousands of loyal financial
supporters matched or increased their donation
levels. While many athletic programs see
at least a temporary decline in membership
after implementing a new seat equity system,
the Razorback Foundation welcomed 2,687
members during R.S.V.P. and raised more than
$6.5 million in new support.
Although Arkansas remains ninth in the SEC
in overall athletic budget following R.S.V.P., the
plan took significant steps to help the Razorback
program close the financial gap with its on-field
competitors. Razorback Foundation members
did more than just Answer the Call, they
provided the vital resources for the future success
of thousands of Razorback student-athletes.
32

RAZORBACK SEATS 3D

R.S.V.P. BY THE NUMBERS
$6.5
460
Razorback studentMILLION
athletes who annually
Additional support
generated by R.S.V.P.

benefit from R.S.V.P.
support

18,278

$350

Phone calls taken by
R.S.V.P. (August 11 –
May 27)

4,594
Appointments (including
2,273 staff assisted,
1,485 donor selfserviced, 675 fill-in
appointments and 161 in
person visits)

2,687
New members
joining the Razorback
Foundation
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Median Seat Value
Increase of R.S.V.P.

18
Months to plan and
implement R.S.V.P.

15
Percent of seats at
Donald W. Reynolds and
War Memorial Stadium
that require no seat value

1
Razorback Nation who
Answered the Call

For the first time ever, Razorback fans were able to pick their seats using
Razorback Seats 3D. The interactive online program allowed fans to preview
which seats were available in each section of Donald W. Reynolds Razorback
Stadium and War Memorial Stadium based on donor classifications.

RAZORBACK
ATHLETICS BY
THE NUMBERS
1

First Bowl Championship
series (BCS) appearance in
Allstate Sugar Bowl

3.04

Razorback Student-Athlete
Average GPA. Third consecutive
year with GPA over 3.0

5

Southeastern Conference
and Regional Team
Championships won

7

Razorback programs that
scored a perfect 1,000
in single-year Academic
Progress Rate (APR)
(Men’s Cross Country, Men’s
Golf, Men’s Tennis, Women’s
Golf, Gymnastics, Soccer,
Women’s Tennis)

9.95

School-record tying score
achieved by gymnast Jaime
Pisani five times in her career
including four times in 2010-11

25

Arkansas finished in the top
25 of the Learfield Sports
Directors Cup for the third time
in four years (school record)

63

School-record golf round by
Emily Tubert at the Las Vegas
Collegiate Showdown

107

Total television appearances
for Razorback teams.

184

Regular season collegiate
sporting events hosted by the
University of Arkansas

382

Live streaming video and
audio events on RazorVision

608

Total number of SEC and
Department Academic Honor
Roll Selections

1,000

Perfect Multi-Year Academic
Progress Rate (APR) scored
by Gymnastics

2,687

New Razorback Foundation
members

5,000

Estimated number of fans that
attended Mike Anderson’s
introduction as men’s basketball
head coach at Bud Walton Arena

21,405

Record enrollment at the
University of Arkansas

63,38880

$

Economic impact of the 3,328
hours of community service
performed by Razorback
student-athletes for 78
organizations/agencies/schools

76,808

Donald W. Reynolds Razorback
Stadium record crowd for
football game against Alabama

81,000

SEC leading number of pounds
of canned food collected for
the SEC Together We CAN
Food Drive by Razorback
student-athletes in conjunction
with Global Campus and Tyson
Foods, Inc.

245,907

Paid season attendance at
Baum Stadium with five of the
top 10 paid crowds in school
history including record
11,462 against LSU

2,818,492
Absolute unique visitors to
ArkansasRazorbacks.com

MORE
THAN
1 MILLION
Fans that attended Razorback
events on campus

UNIVERSITY OF
ARKANSAS
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics
P.O. Box 7777
Fayetteville, AR 72702-7777

